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Space mission planning/scheduling is determining the set of spacecraft activities to

meet mission objectives while respecting mission constraints. One important cat-

egory of mission constraints is data management. As the spacecraft acquires data

via science instruments and engineering telemetry, it must store the data onboard

until it is able to downlink the data to ground communications stations. Because

onboard storage and communication opportunities are often limited, this can be a

challenging task. This paper first describes the general problem of onboard mem-

ory management for spacecraft that allow concurrent data collection and downlink

activities. Then, we present a fast, intuitive heuristic for solving this problem, and

evaluate its use on the Rosetta comet rendezvous mission. Finally, we compare dif-

ferent local heuristics for greedy search to a global graph-based solution, measur-

ing performance in terms of run-time and robustness to downlink buffer overflow.

Results show that local heuristics can produce solutions that are comparable, and

often better than solutions from a global formulation.
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Nomenclature

Ts = plan start time (seconds)

Te = plan end time (seconds)

t = time point (seconds)

B = memory buffer set

b = memory buffer

i = memory buffer index

D = downlink set

d = downlink

j = downlink index

p = priority (integer)

u = duration (seconds)

I. Introduction

Spacecraft enable us to explore Earth, our solar system, and bodies beyond our galaxy to the

furthest reaches of the universe. However, determining operations of these spacecraft (e.g. mis-

sion planning and scheduling) is an extremely challenging part of these space missions. While

in the space community it is termed mission planning, from an Artificial Intelligence perspective

the issue is more scheduling than planning as the challenge is to find appropriate times to sched-

ule observations that achieve mission objectives and conform to the operations constraints of the

spacecraft. Space mission planning represents a fertile applications area for Artificial Intelligence-

based planning and scheduling techniques with a wide range of deployed systems (for a survey

see [1]).

One particular challenge for space mission planning is downlink scheduling. A high-level

depiction of the problem is shown in Figure 1. Here, the data acquired onboard from engineering

telemetry and science observations is stored in onboard memory buffers awaiting downlink. This

onboard storage is limited and is typically pre-partitioned into buffers with fixed allocations. The

assumption is that the communication schedule has already been negotiated. The downlink start
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Figure 1. The general memory dumping problem (MDP).

and end times are known and cannot be changed. The problem is to decide when and how much

to downlink from each buffer in order to accommodate the data from the requested observations

without overflowing the buffers.

Many variants of this downlink problem exist. For example, there may be some uncertainty

in the volume of acquired data, or deadlines for downlinking certain types of data, or buffers

with dynamic priorities. This paper describes a formulation of the overlapping Memory Dump-

ing Problem (oMDP), which is a generalization of the Mars Express Memory Dumping Problem

(MEX-MDP) [2]. The oMDP is one subproblem identified as part of science planning process for

the Rosetta comet rendezvous mission [3] operated by the European Space Agency (ESA). The

oMDP is a particularly challenging problem in which data generation may occur over extremely

long periods of time, and often concurrent with long downlink periods. We then describe two

heuristics based on buffer volume profiles, and compare them to a Max Flow solution adapted

from a prior solution to the MDP.

Previous solutions to the MDP, including Max Flow and Linear Programming (LP) formula-

tions, use global methods to guarantee solutions when they exist. These formulations, however,

assume that data generation and downlink events do not overlap. We present fast, local heuristics
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to solve the more general oMDP, implemented in the DALLOC (Downlink Allocator) software

tool used to support science planning for the Rosetta Orbiter. We then evaluate these heuristics us-

ing Rosetta mission data. Results show that local heuristics can produce oMDP solutions that are

comparable, and often better than solutions from a global formulation. Evaluations of oMDP data

from the Rosetta mission and from synthetic, non-overlapping MDP data, confirm that Rosetta

benefits from a more accurate oMDP formulation. Moreover, we show that local heuristics can

provide a significant improvement in both theoretical and empirical runtime, enabling scientists to:

a) consider more alternatives during strategic planning, and b) make last minute changes during

tactical planning.

For virtually the entire pre-landing and comet escort phases of the mission (2014-2016), DAL-

LOC has been used to manage data buffer downlink from the Rosetta Orbiter, fulfilling a critical

role in both the strategic and tactical planning process. While developed specifically for the Rosetta

mission [4], the general techniques and heuristics used by DALLOC are applicable to many other

remotely-operated systems that must manage data storage and transfer.

II. The Overlapping Memory Dumping Problem (oMDP)

Downlink scheduling is a sub-problem of the larger task of scheduling spacecraft activities.

From a science planning/scheduling perspective, when constructing the schedule for the first time,

the scheduler must decide on which observations to include, where they should occur, as well as

which downlink commands to issue to best satisfy science requests (e.g., for Rosetta [5]). When

constructing and evaluating these observation schedules, the impact of the observations on space-

craft resources, such as memory, must be managed.

In this paper, we assume that a set of observations has been selected, and we focus on finding

the best way to downlink data, thus freeing up memory used to store those observations. We focus

on the scheduling of downlink commands only, assuming that the observation schedule cannot

be changed. Fill rates from observations, and dump rates from downlinks, are all provided as

inputs to the scheduler. Observations and downlinks can extend for long periods of time and may

execute concurrently. The problem, depicted in Figure 2, is to decide on which memory buffers to
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Figure 2. A simple example of the oMDP with two spacecraft memory buffers: A and B.

dump and when, during the available downlink periods, in order to avoid overflow from any buffer.

During certain downlink periods, buffer A may need to be emptied in order to free up memory that

will be required by future observations that use buffer A. During other downlink periods, buffer B

may be emptied to accommodate B observations. The order and timing for emptying the buffers

can be managed separately for each downlink.

As mentioned, this is a sub-problem of the strategic mission planning/scheduling process [6]

where observation scheduling and downlink scheduling are performed either simultaneously or

interleaved [7]. In addition, this type of downlink re-scheduling is often necessary during short-

term, tactical planning when certain last-minute changes must be made (e.g., due to the loss of a

downlink).

Our problem was first discussed in [8] and is similar to the Mars Express Memory Dumping

Problem (MEX-MDP) described in [2]. While we discuss this problem in the context of the Rosetta

mission, most space missions handle downlink/data volume scheduling similarly.

The general problem we solve is to specify a set of “empty” function calls that utilize a fixed set

of downlink periods to keep a set of onboard memory buffers well within their pre-defined limits.

We formalize the data downlink problem as follows:

Given:

a time range:

T = [Ts, Te]
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a set of buffers:

B = {b1, b2, . . . bn},where bi = <initiali, handoveri, capacityi,margini>

a set of downlinks:

D = {d1, d2, ...dm},where dj = <dstartj, dendj, dratej>

a set of fill rate functions:

F = {fillb(t) : b ∈ B}, fillb(t) : T → R+

Solve:

define a set of empty rate functions:

E = {emptyb(t) : b ∈ B}, emptyb(t) : T → R+ (1)

Respecting the following hard constraints:

buffers do not overflow:

volumeb(t) = initialb +

∫ t

Ts

(fillb(t)− emptyb(t))dt (2)

0 ≤ volumeb(t) ≤ (capacityb −marginb),∀t ∈ T (3)

the handover volumes (carryover to the next plan) are within limits:

volumeb(Te) ≤ handoverb (4)
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cannot empty more than the available downlink:

n∑
b=1

emptyb(t) ≤ drated,∀t ∈ [dstartd, dendd],∀d ∈ D (5)

cannot empty except when downlinking:

n∑
b=1

emptyb(t) = 0,∀t /∈ [dstartd, dendd],∀d ∈ D (6)

cannot empty more than the existing buffer volume:

emptyb(t) = 0, if volumeb(t) = 0 (7)

Optimizing the following soft constraint:

maximize robustness:

Minmax(volumeb(t)),∀t ∈ T (8)

For each buffer bi, the input must specify an initial volume at time Ts (initiali), a maximum

volume at time Te (handoveri), a maximum volume for any time (capacityi), and a margin for

the capacity (margini). Each downlink specifies a start time (dstartj), an end time (dendj), and

a downlink rate for that period of time (dratej). Similarly, each buffer filler specifies a rate over

a time period. Buffers will remain unchanged (rate = 0) for any time at which no fill or empty

operation is acting on them.

Equation 2 defines the volume of a buffer at a given time as the sum of fill rates minus the

sum of the empty rates up to the given time. In equation 3, the volume of the buffer at any time

is restricted to be within the margin of the capacity for that buffer. The capacity is the hard limit

of the buffer, while the margin allows operators to impose an additional limit to accommodate

uncertainty in fill and downlink rates. For example, fill rates can be uncertain for compressed data,

while downlink rates will vary with the signal-to-noise ratio of the communication link. A special

restriction for the end of the planning period is enforced using equation 4. This limits how much
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data that one plan can “handover” to the next, allowing operators to maintain a sense of fairness

for the use of data buffer across multiple plans. Equation 5 states that we cannot empty the buffers

faster than the given downlink rate, while equation 6 states that the empty rate will be zero at times

when there is no downlink. Equation 7 prevents us from emptying data when there is nothing in the

buffer to empty. Finally, equation 8 is our optimization function. While other metrics are discussed,

our primary objective is to maximize the robustness of the plan by minimizing the maximum peak

volume of any buffer at any time. As a secondary objective, we are trying to minimize response

time to support operational needs.

The problem, then, is to assign buffer “empty” functions (1) that determine how each downlink

rate should be shared across the buffers in order to keep them within their constraints (3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

while also making them robust to execution uncertainties (8).

In reality, as we will see, flight software on actual missions is not designed to allow for arbitrary

downlink policies, so that our ability to control the “empty” function is not as flexible as desired.

Note that in our problem formulation, the fill and empty functions are specified over all time.

Therefore, the data generation and downlink events can occur concurrently, even on the same

buffer. Indeed, in Rosetta operations, downlinks cover greater than half of all time, and on aver-

age seven data generation events are occurring at any point in time. Thus Rosetta represents a

case where prior problem formulation assumptions of non-overlap between data production and

downlink [9, 10] most definitely do not hold.

III. Controlling Data Downlink with Priority and/or Duration

As with most spacecraft, Rosetta onboard data storage is partitioned into a set of buffers, called

packet stores, for different types of science and engineering data that is accumulated from observa-

tions. Each instrument has a designated buffer with a specified hard upper volume limit that cannot

be changed during routine scheduling.

For Rosetta operations, the behavior of each downlink can be controlled in two ways: by setting

priority or by limiting duration.

• First, a priority can be assigned to each of the memory buffers, indicating a relative downlink
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order.

• Second, downlink of a specific buffer can be halted at any time, effectively limiting the

duration of data dump from that buffer.

Priority and duration are the only decision variables available to the scheduler for controlling the

“empty” function described earlier. Therefore, in this formulation, the control variables are:

P = {p1,1, p1,2, ...pn,m}for each bi ∈ B and dj ∈ D

U = {u1,1, u1,2, ...un,m}for each bi ∈ B and dj ∈ D

where P is the set of priority assignments and U is the set of duration assignments.

Solving the oMDP for Rosetta involves assigning values for all priorities pi,j ∈ P and all

durations ui,j ∈ U. To fully understand how these variables affect the “empty” function (1), we

must examine the onboard software that controls the data downlink. We summarize the behavior

of the Rosetta downlink software in the following set of rules.

• Two commands are available to control downlink: one to set buffer priorities, and one to

deactivate (i.e. halt) the downlink from a given buffer.

• Some of the buffers (used for high-priority engineering data) have pre-assigned, constant

priorities and cannot be halted (they must dump first, until they are empty, and will preempt

other buffers when new data is added).

• A buffer remains “active” until a command is issued to deactivate it, after which no data will

be downlinked regardless of priority.

• When two or more active buffers have data waiting to be downlinked, the one with higher

priority will be dumped first.

• When two or more active buffers have the same priority, data will be downlinked in a round-

robin fashion. In a single round, one packet from each buffer is downlinked. Packet sizes

vary, however, resulting in different effective downlink rates.
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• When a buffer becomes empty, downlink for that buffer will stop, allowing downlink to start

on the next highest priority buffer.

• When new data is added to an empty buffer, downlink will switch to this buffer if it is the

highest priority.

Note that for each downlink: (a) all buffers are initially active, and (b) a buffer can only be

deactivated once and cannot be reactivated until the next downlink. To implement an assigned

dump duration ui,j for buffer bi at downlink dj , we must calculate when the dump is predicted to

start (based on priorities and volumes) and issue a command to deactivate bi at a time ui,j seconds

later. For example, if we assume the buffers are sorted in strictly increasing priority, then the

deactivate command for bi,j is issued at dstartj +
∑i

x=1 ux,j . Also note that, until deactivated, a

higher priority buffer will continue to prevent (or even preempt) the downlink of all lower priority

buffers.

Because of the complexity of the downlink rules, and the resulting interaction between priority

and duration, we decided to reduce the problem to one of either selecting priorities or selecting

durations, but not both. When selecting priorities, we assume that all buffers are active for the

duration of the downlink. When selecting durations, we assumed a pre-defined priority ordering

on the buffers.

For Rosetta operations, we first implemented the method that selects duration with pre-defined

priorities. In this case, the resulting dump schedules were serial in nature: dump b1 for u1,j sec-

onds, then b2 for u2,j seconds, etc. During operations, it was noted that the serial dump schedules

were brittle to changes in downlinks. If downlink availability changed, for operational simplicity,

previously scheduled downlinks were replaced with default downlinks that matched the new avail-

ability. These new downlinks used default buffer priorities and did not issue deactivate commands.

This resulted in the loss of deactivate commands that were critical in allowing lower priority buffers

to downlink and avoid overflow.

To address the brittleness of this approach, the Rosetta mission switched to the priority-selection

method, which assigns different priorities to buffers and does not explicitly halt data dumps. This

method offers less control over the exact amount to downlink from each buffer, but is more robust
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to changes in the downlink schedule.

Ideally, both priority and duration would be used to control the dump schedule and increase

both control and robustness. This topic is left for future work. In this paper, we discuss and

evaluate a set of value selection heuristics as applied to either priorities (P) or durations (U).

IV. Downlink Parameter Value Selection Heuristics

Using one of the control variables and the downlink rules from section III, the primary goal of

the downlink scheduler is to prevent overflow on any buffer. The secondary goal of the scheduler

is to make selections that respect minimum margins on peak and handover volumes. And finally, it

is preferred to have margins as large as possible, making the schedules more robust to uncertainties

in data collection (e.g., compression ratios) and downlink availability. Simply put, selections must

be made to keep buffer volumes low.

We have implemented four alternative heuristics/methods for selecting either downlink dura-

tion or priority.

1. Downlink count

2. Percent full

3. Max flow

4. Random

The “downlink count” heuristic assigns buffer priorities or durations based on the number of

downlinks that exist before the first overflow of that buffer. Roughly speaking, this heuristic will

assign higher priorities or longer durations to buffers with earlier overflows. This ensures that

more downlink time is given to the buffers with more urgent need. This is the heuristic used by

DALLOC for Rosetta Orbiter science planning.

The “percent full” heuristic assigns priorities (or durations) by normalizing the peak volume

percentages across the available priority values (or across the downlink duration). In other words,

the relative priority or duration assigned is proportional to the relative percent full at the peak of
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that buffer. For example, if buffer A is 40% full and buffer B is 80% full, then B will be assigned

twice the priority of A, or given twice the duration of A. This heuristic was created as an intuitive

alternative to “downlink count”.

Next, we have a global “max flow” method that runs the Edmond-Karp algorithm on the flow

network constructed for the full oMDP. The oMDP closely matches the MEX-MDP [2], allowing

us to use a similarly constructed network. To create nodes and edges for the network, fill and

downlink rates (which can be long and often overlap) must first be converted to instantaneous

events. In the resulting network, “flow” represents data flowing into the buffers, out via downlinks,

and carrying over to the next downlink (or end of the planning period). When a max-flow solution

exists, it can be used directly to assign dump durations that are guaranteed to prevent overflow.

When assigning priorities, the dump durations from the solution must be heuristically converted to

dump priorities, which invalidates any overflow guarantee.

Finally, a “random” heuristic was created simply to create a low bar for comparison. Here, pa-

rameter values are uniformly selected at random from the range of possible values. When assigning

priorities, one of the available priority levels is randomly selected. Each selection is independent,

which may result in buffers with equal priority. When assigning durations, the total available

downlink duration is randomly divided up among the buffers.

A. Volume-Based Heuristics: Downlink Count and Percent Full

When using volume-based, local heuristics such as “downlink count” and “percent full”, the sched-

uler must first model the behavior of the buffers such that volume and overflows can be accu-

rately predicted. This is accomplished with DALLOC using activities and timelines in the ASPEN

scheduling system [11].

We first approximate the “empty” and “fill” functions as discrete sets of constant rates over

fixed time intervals. During periods of overlap, empty and fill rates are combined to produce a

constant, effective rate. For times not found in these sets, the effective rate is zero. Changes in data

volume are calculated by simply multiplying the effective rate by the duration of the time period.

With this linear model of how data is collected and downlinked, ASPEN generates a profile for
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each buffer that predicts the data volume at any point during the planning period. This profile can

be used not only to predict overflows, but also provides information to the scheduler about when,

and by how much, data will overflow. This information can then be used to make decisions about

which priority values to assign at the start of each downlink, and/or when to stop the dump during

each downlink.

Figure 3. Using the “percent full” heuristic, buffer B will be given a higher priority or a longer duration.

Figure 4. Using the “downlink count” heuristic, buffer A will be given a higher priority or a longer duration.

Consider the example in Figures 3 and 4. In this simple example, we have four downlinks
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and two buffers. The dashed red lines indicate the capacity for each buffer. We first assume that

we are assigning priorities, that downlink 1 has already been scheduled, and that downlink 2 is

the one currently under consideration. The buffer volume profiles show the predicted values after

scheduling downlink 1 but before scheduling the other three. When scheduling downlink 2, the

relative priorities of buffers A and B will depend on which heuristic is used. When using “percent

full” (Figure 3), buffer B will be given higher priority because it is more full at the start of downlink

2. When using “downlink count” (Figure 4), buffer A will be given higher priority because it has

fewer downlink available before the buffer is predicted to overflow.

B. Max-Flow Heuristic

The max-flow formulation makes several simplifications that do not apply in some space missions,

including Rosetta. First, the max-flow network represents buffer filling and dumping as instanta-

neous events, while in reality, these activities can occur over long periods of time (e.g., hours) and

often overlap. This can lead to errors when computing flow values, which result in buffer overflow.

Second, missions often have a number of special dump requirements, some of which can be diffi-

cult to formulate as part of the flow network. For example, Rosetta requires that a number of high

priority engineering buffers must be dumped to completion before other buffers can begin down-

link. In this case, the constraint can be accommodated by adding the appropriate zero-capacity

edges to the flow network. Other constraints restrict the timing of the commands that halt a data

dump. Last, dumps cannot be stopped during the first hour, or during the last 30 minutes of the

downlink. It was not obvious how to implement these constraints within the max-flow network,

and so these constraints were removed for evaluation purposes.

Additionally, max-flow was not designed to assign priority, in which case, the max-flow data

volume values must be converted into priority values. There are different ways this can be done.

The most intuitive way is to look at the ratio of the max-flow dump volume to the total downlink

volume, and assign a priority that is proportional. However, this turned out to perform poorly in

practice. We experimented with alternatives, none of which worked very well, as seen in Figure 10.

In the end, we used the ratio of the max-flow dump volume to the buffer volume at the time of the
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downlink, which seem to work the best out of the conversions we tried.

Due to the required transformations and simplifications to fit the oMDP into a max-flow prob-

lem, we consider its use as a value-selection heuristic that, similar to other heuristics, may not

always result in feasible solutions.

C. Global vs. Local Heuristics

In “max flow”, the entire schedule is evaluated to compute control variables (dump durations or

priorities) for all downlinks at once. This can help ensure that selected values for one downlink do

not adversely impact what can be done in a later downlink (i.e., prevents “painting into a corner”).

However, the run-time for such a global evaluation can be significantly longer than local methods.

All other heuristics use more local methods, selecting parameters for a downlink without much

consideration for other downlinks. Note that the effects of other downlinks are not completely

ignored. Because we update buffer volumes after scheduling a downlink, this new information

can be used when applying the heuristic to subsequent downlinks. Greedy search is then used in

conjunction with a local heuristic in hopes of finding a more globally optimal solution. While

this lack of global information may lead to sub-optimal solutions, it makes the computation very

fast. Efficiency is important when downlink scheduling must be performed repeatedly during the

construction of observation schedules, as done in the strategic planning phase.

All heuristics are compared in the empirical evaluation section (VII) of this paper.

V. Schedule Robustness and Iterative Leveling

As with previous work in downlink scheduling, we are interested in producing schedules that

are robust to unpredictable events that occur after committing to the schedule (e.g. after uplink).

Specifically, if downlink rates are degraded or downlink times are lost altogether, and there is no

time to update the buffer dumping schedule, we would like the existing schedule to result in as

little data loss as possible.

[2] measure robustness as the maximum percent full that any buffer is predicted to be at any

time. Intuitively, the more full a buffer gets at any point in time, the less margin it has, and the
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less robust it is to change. And so a schedule that dumps multiple buffers is only as robust as

its worst buffer. While this is a reasonable measure of robustness, it has some limitations. For

example, clearly a schedule with 10 buffers that peak at 90% is not as “robust” as a schedule with

only 1 buffer that peaks at 90%. Another potential measure of robustness could be the peak percent

full, averaged across the buffers (note, this is the same as using the total percent full when making

relative comparisons). This also has limitations since particularly brittle buffers (those with high

peaks) will get lost in the average. For example, clearly two buffers, one with a 10% peak and

another with a 90% peak, is not as robust as if they both had a 50% maximum peak. Finally,

we could consider using the raw volume remaining in buffers (both maximum and average) as

a measure of robustness. When using percent full, small buffers may have an unfair advantage.

When using raw volume, large buffers may have an unfair advantage. What we would like is a

measure of robustness that does not discriminate based on buffer size. But because buffers are

typically sized based on the expected fill patterns (i.e. those that need more are given more),

percent full can be a good approximation.

A true measure of robustness would be likely be a complicated function that considers all

buffers, and changes non-linearly with the change in volumes. For example, a solution with many

high peaks is less robust than a buffer with a single high peak. And a solution with long duration

peaks would likely be considered less robust than those with peaks that do not last very long. In

addition, buffers that have low volume percentages are probably considered equally robust, while

small differences at high percentages may be considered dramatically different with respect to

robustness. Investigation into better definitions of robustness is left for future work.

In [2], max-flow is used to find a solution for all downlinks. This does not maximize the flow

through any individual downlink, which can produce solutions that contain buffers that are near

capacity at specific times. These solutions are considered brittle, and an Iterative Leveling tech-

nique is presented to improve robustness. Here, more robust solutions are generated by assigning

an epsilon smaller capacity to the brittle buffer after each iteration. Specifically, the buffer with

the maximum peak is selected, its capacity is artificially set to a value that is epsilon smaller than

the peak (where the epsilon used is 2%), and max-flow is re-run to calculate new flow values. This
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forces max-flow to generate a new solution with a smaller peak for the offending buffer. The pro-

cess is repeated until none of the buffer peaks can be reduced (i.e. max-flow fails after attempting

to reduce each of them).

We present a variant of iterative leveling that reduces the capacities of all buffers to the same

level on each iteration, instead of reducing one buffer per iteration. In addition, we use binary

search over the capacity levels instead of epsilon reduction. We recognize that limiting one buffer

to a lower percent does not help robustness if other buffers are allowed to increase above the

previously identified maximum. For example, if one buffer is limited to 90%, all should be limited

to 90%. Therefore, binary search can find a more robust solution by using an artificial capacity

that is reduced when a solution is found, or increased when the solution results in overflows.

VI. Estimated Computational Complexity

Figure 5 contains high-level pseudo-code for scheduling memory dump operations. “Sched-

uleWithMaxFlow” uses max-flow to first compute dump durations that solve the non-overlapping

MDP. The result is an approximation since we must formulate fill and dump operations as instan-

taneous events. In addition, when priority is our control variable, the “Translate” function must

convert max-flow durations into priorities. Next, “ScheduleWithHeuristic” uses one of the volume-

based heuristics to compute values for control variables. Here, “HeuristicChoice” represents the

implementation of either the “downlink count” or “percent full” heuristic. Because of its simplic-

ity, the “random” scheduling pseudo-code was omitted. Finally, “IterativeLeveling” adds an outer

loop that maximizes margin using binary search.

We use the following variables to analyze the computational complexity of these downlink

scheduling methods:

B = number of buffers

D = number of downlinks

F = number of constant rate fill periods for all buffers
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function SCHEDULEWITHMAXFLOW(B, D, F , Margin)
M ← COMPUTEMAXFLOW(B,D, F,Margin)
if M = Fail then

return false

for all d ∈ D do
for all b ∈ B do

Vd,b ← TRANSLATE(Md,b)

return true

function SCHEDULEWITHHEURISTIC(B,D, F,Margin,Heuristic)
SORT(D)
Profiles← CALCULATEVOLUMEPROFILES(F )
if Profiles = Fail then

return false

for all d ∈ D do
for all b ∈ B do

Vb,d ← HEURISTICCHOICE(b, d,Margin,Heuristic, Profiles)

Profiles← RECALCULATEVOLUMEPROFILES(Profiles, d)
if Profiles = Fail then

return false

return true

function ITERATIVELEVELING(B,D, F,Heuristic)
Margin← 0
Prev ← Delta← 100
while Delta > 1 do

if Heuristic = MaxFlow then
Success← SCHEDULEWITHMAXFLOW(B,D, F,Margin)

else
Success← SCHEDULEWITHHEURISTIC(B,D, F,Margin,Heuristic)

Delta← ABS((margin− prev)/2)
Prev ←Margin
if Success then

Margin←Margin+Delta
else

Margin←Margin−Delta

Figure 5. Scheduling with max-flow, with volume-based heuristics, and iterative leveling.
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For max-flow, we first compute the max-flow values using the Edmond-Karp implementation,

which is O(EV 2) where E is the number of edges and V is the number of nodes. In the MDP flow

network, there are only a few nodes and edges for each buffer from each downlink [2]. Because the

formulation assumes that downlink and fill periods do not overlap, all fillers between downlinks

(for a given buffer) can be collapsed to a single node representing the total data filled during that

time. Therefore, F is not a factor, E and V are each approximately equal to D × B, and the

complexity of “ComputeMaxFlow” is O(D3B3). Then, we simply translate the max-flow values

M to control values V , where V = P or U. This translation is assumed to take constant time, and

is done for each downlink and each buffer: O(DB). Therefore, the overall complexity of downlink

scheduling with max-flow is:

O(D3B3) +O(DB)

= O(D3B3)

For the volume-based heuristics, the downlinks are first sorted so that they can be addressed

from earliest to latest. This ensures that decisions made for one downlink do not affect decisions

already made for a previous downlink. Sorting the downlinks is O(DlgD). The function “Calcu-

lateVolumeProfiles” is used to create buffer volume profiles for the set of buffer fillers only (i.e.

before scheduling any downlinks). The complexity of this function is O(F ). The resulting volume

profiles will be used to make heuristic choices, and must be recalculated after scheduling each

downlink. But because the downlinks are scheduled forward in time, we can recalculate the vol-

ume profiles by simply subtracting the last scheduled downlink rate from the volume values that

occur later in time. The number of volume values that need to be recalculated is proportional only

to the number of fillers. Therefore, performing “RecalculateVolumeProfiles” for each downlink is:

O(DF ). Finally, a value is heuristically chosen for each downlink for each buffer. Because volume

profiles have been pre-calculated, “HeuristicChoice” can be performed in constant time. Therefore,

the worst-case complexity of making these assignments is: O(DB). Assuming F > B, the re-

sulting overall complexity of downlink scheduling using a volume-based heuristic (e.g. “downlink
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count” and “percent full”) is:

O(DlgD + F +DF +DB)

= O(DlgD +DF )

Comparing the complexity of the two approaches, we see that the volume-based heuristics scale

with the number of fillers instead of the number of buffers. While the number of fillers is typically

larger than the number of buffers, the cubic polynomial terms for max-flow will quickly dominate

the low-order terms for volume-based heuristics. This will be shown in the empirical evaluation

section (VII).

For all methods, we compute values V for either priorities P or durations U. Iterative leveling

can be used for any of the methods, and the binary search will only increase complexity by a

constant factor. This is because our implementation works on an integer percentage between 1 and

100, which will loop at most lg100 ≈ 7 times.

For the Rosetta mission, downlink planning is typically processed over a “Medium Term Plan”

or MTP, which is generally 4 weeks in length. DALLOC is used to schedule the 18 memory buffers

(B) on the spacecraft. The four MTPs considered had an average of more than 80 downlinks (D)

and 1000 fill rate changes (F). But while F is large compared to D and B, the cubic factors of the

max-flow solution result in much larger totals: D3B3 ≈ 3 × 109 while DlgD + DF ≈ 8 × 104.

The resulting run-time comparison is consistent and can be seen in section VII, Table 1.

VII. Empirical Evaluation

A. Operational Performance

First, we have conducted an empirical evaluation of the buffer scheduling algorithm using the

“downlink count” heuristic to select dump priorities. This was the primary method used during

Rosetta operations. We use data from four medium-term plans (MTP) for the Rosetta mission,

with each time period spanning approximately four weeks. The CPU time required to generate

each MTP downlink schedule was less than one minute running on a typical laptop. The results

are summarized in Figures 6 and 7. The actual names of the buffers and MTPs have been replaced
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Figure 6. The maximum peak volume, minimum soft limit on urgent buffers, and volume at the end of the plan
(handover), all represented as a percentage of the buffer hard limit.
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Figure 7. The amount of data collected and downlinked during each MTP, along with buffer and downlink
limits.
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for security reasons.

We evaluate its performance using the following metrics:

• Max peak volume percent: the maximum percentage of the volume consumed for any buffer

at any time during the MTP (no overflow if less than 100%)

• End volume percent: the percentage of the volume consumed at the end of the MTP

• Urgent limit: the smallest limit (i.e., largest margin) found by the scheduler for the buffers

designated as containing urgent data

• Data collected: the total amount of data that was collected from observations during the

MTP

• Data downlinked: the total amount of data that was downlinked from the buffers during the

MTP

• Downlink available: the theoretical amount of data that could be downlinked during the MTP

(downlink duration multiplied by the bit rate)

• Buffer hard limit: the physical limits of the buffers

• Buffer soft limit: the operational limits imposed on the buffers (including margin)

• Start and end volume: the volume of each buffer at the start and end of the MTP

The “Max peak volume” reported in Figure 6 gives the maximum percentage of volume con-

sumed for any buffer at any time during the MTP as a percent of the capacity for that buffer. This

shows that, during the given 16-week period, at no point are any of the buffers predicted to over-

flow. In fact, the data showed that at no point were any of the buffers expected to exceed the

desired “soft” limit. Some margin (typically 20%) on the buffer volume was maintained in order

to account for uncertainties in the data collection and downlink model, which can occur from such

things as variable data compression rates and communication outages. The “End volume” series in

Figure 6 shows the percentage of volume consumed at the end of the MTP. Operationally, there is
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a preference to have minimal data be carried over from one MTP to the next. For these four MTPs,

the end volume stays below 10% of the capacity.

In each MTP, certain buffers may contain time-sensitive data (e.g., data which may impact

future plans, and is needed on the ground as soon as possible). For these “urgent” buffers, the

downlink latency (i.e., time between collection and downlink) can be reduced by keeping the buffer

volume low. Using iterative leveling on only the urgent buffers, the downlink scheduler searched

for the largest feasible margin on those buffers. This kept the volume low for the urgent buffers

without overflowing the other buffers. In this way, the urgent data is not left to accumulate in the

buffers over long periods of time. The “Urgent limit” series in Figure 6 gives the smallest limit

found by the scheduler for the buffers containing urgent data.

In Figure 7, we see that the amount of data collected is very similar to the amount downlinked

for each MTP. It also shows that both values stay greater than 80% of the theoretical downlink

available. The available downlink increases in the last MTP due to an increase in downlink rate,

which occurs as the spacecraft exits solar conjunction. Finally, we can see that the data collected

in each MTP is roughly between 2x and 3x the total buffer limit. The buffers must cycle between

filling and emptying many times in order to prevent overflow.

In general, what makes the Rosetta problem difficult is the combination of limited buffer vol-

umes and limited downlink volumes. Dump schedules are less critical for spacecraft with fill

volumes that are small relative to either buffer volumes or downlink volumes. A spacecraft with

plenty of buffer volume (e.g., low data rate instruments) can cache data away when downlink is

limited. A spacecraft with plenty of downlink volume (e.g., Earth orbiters) can empty the buffers

frequently.

We should mention that on Rosetta there are certain buffers that are designated as containing

high-priority, engineering data. The data in these high-priority buffers is downlinked first, and all

of the data is downlinked before time is given to the other buffers. The peak volume for these

buffers stays very low.
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B. Comparison of Heuristics

Next, we evaluate the performance of both duration- and priority-based scheduling algorithms

using the four previously mentioned heuristics: “Downlink count”, “Max flow”, “Percent full”,

and “Random” (see Section IV). Performance of the heuristics is measured with respect to run-

time and schedule robustness. Again, we use data from four medium-term planning (MTP) periods

during the comet escort phase of the Rosetta mission. The amount of data collected during each

MTP is roughly the same as the maximum amount that could be downlinked using the available

downlink periods. This is because the fill rate data we use was taken from an archive of the tactical

planning process, where compatible observations have already been selected as part of strategic

planning. Any significant oversubscription has already been resolved.

We compare the performance of the heuristics based on run-time and schedule robustness. We

consider two of the approximations to robustness mentioned in Section V:

• Max peak volume percent: the maximum percentage of the volume consumed for any buffer

at any time during the planning period (no overflow if less than 100%).

• Avg peak volume percent: the percentage of the volume consumed at the peak of each buffer,

averaged across all buffers.

First, in order to evaluate the performance over a range of constrainedness, we varied the

downlink rates from 80% to 120% of the actual rate used in operations. Then, we look at how

each heuristic compares when selecting either dump duration (Figures 8 and 9) or dump priority

(Figures 10 and 11). In all cases, heuristics were run with iterative leveling using binary search.

Surprisingly, using the max-flow values does not always produce the most robust solutions.

When selecting dump duration, we see that “max flow” performs better when the problem is most

constrained, while the local heuristics perform better when the problems are less constrained. In

most cases, the “downlink count” heuristic does best at reducing the maximum peak. The “percent

full” heuristic was consistently best at reducing the average peak across all buffers. As expected,

selecting random durations results in schedules that are the most brittle (resulting volumes were

greater than 200% and therefore do not appear on the graph in Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Robustness (max peak) when selecting dump duration. The results from “random” selection were all
greater than 200 percent.
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Figure 9. Robustness (avg peak) when selecting dump duration.
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Figure 10. Robustness (max peak) when selecting dump priority.
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Figure 11. Robustness (avg peak) when selecting dump priority.
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Next we look at the performance of heuristically assigning buffer priorities without changing

dump durations (Figures 10 and 11). Recall that this will simply control the order in which buffers

are downlinked. Because max-flow solutions contain volume assignments, we must first convert

the flow volumes to priorities. This is done by selecting a priority level that is proportional to the

ratio of flow volume to buffer volume at the time of the downlink (see Section C). In this case,

“max flow” does not do well at reducing the maximum peak, most likely due to the translation

required to produce priorities. “max flow” does, however, reduce the average peak more than any

other heuristic. The “downlink count” heuristic has the best performance when measured using the

maximum peak.

Results from max-flow were surprising since we had expected a global solution to consistently

outperform any of the local heuristics. First, we must consider that max-flow was not designed

to assign priorities, which could explain the results in Figure 10 and 11. For over-constrained

problems, max-flow is more likely to fail to find a solution, which could contribute to the drop

in robustness. For under-constrained problems, one possibility is that max-flow is relying more

heavily on iterative leveling to keep the peaks low. In all cases, max-flow models the filling and

downlinking events as instantaneous, while in reality, these activities have durations and even

overlap. This modeling inaccuracy is likely the primary factor contributing to suboptimal solutions

and is explored in Section C.

In addition to comparing the robustness of these various methods, we are also interested in

run-times in order to determine whether the benefits outweigh the costs. Table 1 reports the run

times (real CPU time in seconds on a Modern Mac workstation) of “max flow” and each of the

local heuristics, with and without iterative leveling. Table 2 reports the robustness (max peak

volume percent) obtained when assigning dump duration, using the actual (100%) downlink rates.

When iterative leveling was not used, runs were performed with a reasonable margin of 20%. As

expected, compared to using local heuristics, the cost of running “max flow” is high (roughly 20×

slower). Moreover, “max flow” solutions are not much better, and in some cases worse than those

produced by the best local heuristics.

Next, we consider the cost-benefit tradeoff of using iterative leveling. As shown in the complex-
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Run-Time (seconds)
Method No Leveling Leveling
Downlink count 14.6 92.6
Percent full 11.0 77.3
Max flow 337.5 2190.0
Random 11.1 76.8

Table 1. Average run-times (seconds) to solve the oMDP.

Robustness
Method No Leveling Leveling
Downlink count 74.5% 59.0%
Percent full 87.8% 87.9%
Max flow 95.7% 71.1%
Random 238.1% 236.9%

Table 2. Average robustness (max peak volume percent) for the actual (100%) downlink rate when selecting
dump duration.

ity analysis, the cost is a multiplier of lg100, or about 6.6×. This is consistent with the observed

data in Table 1. In Table 2, we see that “max flow” relies heavily on iterative leveling since a single

run of the max-flow algorithm is only keeping the maximum peak just under 100%. Multiple itera-

tions of “max flow” are required to be more robust than even one iteration of a good local heuristic

such as “downlink count”. But with a poor local heuristic, results can be quite brittle, with iterative

leveling providing little or no help. Specifically, the “percent full” and “random” heuristics do not

benefit from iterative leveling at all.

In our experience, the best combination is the use of iterative leveling with a local heuristic.

This allows the tool to be more responsive during tactical planning, but also enables its use as part

of the strategic planning process, where it may need to be run hundreds of times to generate a

single MTP schedule.

C. Results for Non-Overlapping Data

Earlier, in Section B, we reported results comparing four methods for assigning buffer priorities

and durations. There, we discovered that max-flow did not generate the best solutions as we would

have expected for a method that performs a global evaluation. One hypothesis was that this was

caused by the transformation of an oMDP to an MDP that is required by the max-flow formulation.
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In other words, performance suffered from the use of “impulsive” actions to represent long periods

of overlapping data collection and downlink.

Robustness
Method Non-Overlapping
Downlink count 85.4%
Percent full 98.8%
Max flow 77.8%
Random 249.2%

Table 3. Average robustness (max peak volume percent) for the actual (100%) downlink rate when selecting
dump duration for the data set with non-overlapping data collection and downlink. Iterative leveling was used
in all cases.

In order to evaluate our hypothesis, we compare the four methods again, this time on prob-

lems that do not have overlapping downlinks and data collections. These problems were pseudo-

randomly generated: activity times and rates were randomly selected within limits in order to

exclude overlap, while maintaining similar characteristics to the original Rosetta problems. For

example, downlinks may be shorter in duration to avoid overlapping with data collection, but

given a higher downlink rate to maintain a similar ratio of filling and emptying the buffer.

Table 3 shows the robustness for each heuristic, measured as the average of the maximum

peak from each buffer. Problems used the actual (100%) downlink rates with iterative leveling,

and robustness was averaged across the four MTPs. Here, we only consider the performance for

selecting the dump duration (or volume) where max-flow results can be used directly. As expected,

max-flow is the best performer on the non-overlapping data set. For comparison, the original results

from the overlapping data set can be seen in the second column of Table 2. It is interesting to note,

however, that a local heuristic for the oMDP can perform reasonably well on non-overlapping data,

falling within eight percent of a global solution.

D. Evaluation of Robustness

In Section V, we discussed robustness and how the general goal is to produce buffer dump sched-

ules that are robust to changes in downlink schedules (e.g., rate change or loss of contact). In

this section, we evaluate schedule robustness by simulating loss of downlink. We use the same

pseudo-randomly generated problems that were used in Section C. This time, however, we select
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dump priorities instead of dump durations. Dump schedules that control priorities are intuitively

considered more robust to changes in downlink schedules. This is because, for Rosetta, control-

ling dump duration requires issuing commands that disable dumping from a particular buffer at

a particular time. When communication is lost and re-established, all buffers are re-enabled for

dumping, which can drastically change the dump durations. For this reason, dump schedules that

control duration are known to be quite brittle, and therefore not evaluated in this section.

Robustness
Method Full Downlinks Partial Downlinks
Downlink count 77.0% 107.4%
Percent full 78.0% 134.6%
Max flow 124.2% 195.3%
Random 87.7% 124.1%

Table 4. Average robustness (max peak volume percent) for the actual (100%) downlink rate when selecting
dump priority for the data set with non-overlapping data collection and downlink.

An evaluation of this robustness is shown in Table 4. Column 1 contains results assuming no

loss of downlink. Column 2 contains results after removing some downlink time without chang-

ing the fill and dump schedules. We simulate the loss of downlink by loading the original fill

and dump schedules, but using a downlink schedule that has approximately 10% of the downlink

time removed. Our simulations do not calculate the lost data from overflows. Therefore, we ap-

proximate the impact from downlink loss by simply looking at the new peak volume that results

from the modified downlink schedule. The first column of Table 4 contains the peak volume with

the original downlink schedule. The second column contains the peak volume using the modified

downlink schedule, but without changing the dump schedule. The amount that the peak exceeds

100% is a crude measure of data loss. However, it is also interesting to see how the peak changes

for each heuristic. While the “percent full” heuristic generates what seems like a more robust

schedule (78.0%) when compared to a random selection of priorities (87.7%), the peak volume in-

creases more after removing downlink time, resulting in a peak higher than “random”. The original

schedule for the “downlink count” heuristic looks only marginally more robust than the “percent

full” solution. But when downlink time is lost, the peak volume for “downlink count” stays much

lower. This could be explained intuitively by considering that the “downlink count” heuristic is
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essentially attempting to keep more downlinks between the peaks, which keeps the peaks low even

when some downlink volume is lost. In other words, there are more valleys to fill between the

peaks. The “max flow” solutions were the least robust, performing even worse than random se-

lections. But this was expected since it was designed to select durations, not priorities. This just

shows that a poor, systematic heuristic can be worse than a random, but distributed, selection.

VIII. Discussion

The downlink scheduling algorithms described in this paper were originally deployed as part

of the Rosetta early science planning operations tool that also scheduled science activities [5].

Later in operations the data downlink scheduling software was modularized and extracted to also

be used in mid to late tactical science planning. It is this separated scheduling software, DALLOC,

and associated algorithms that we describe in this paper. In some form or other this downlink

scheduling software has been in use to schedule over 30 Medium Term Plans (each approx. 1

month of Rosetta Orbiter operations).

The GUI used in Rosetta operations to evaluate the downlink schedule can be seen in Figures 12

and 13. The first is a zoom-able, scroll-able, interactive graph that shows how the buffer volumes

change over time within the given MTP. The bottom of the graph contains data on the various

parameters that affect the volume, some of which the scheduler can control (e.g., priorities) and

others that it cannot (e.g., downlink volume). The second page of the GUI provides a report on the

resulting downlink schedule.

The Mars Express mission also uses automated downlink planning in operations [9]. However,

they model observations and downlinks as non-overlapping (or equivalently instantaneous) data

producers and consumers. In many space missions, including Rosetta, this assumption does not

hold. Their robustness metric is similar to our margin requirement.

Onboard downlink management [12] is proposed in order to address challenges of uncer-

tainty in data generation (due to the uncertainty of effectiveness of content-dependent compression

schemes). This formulation of the problem adds several complexities, such as antenna pointing,

multiple channels, data latency, and encoding table time. Again, for a typical earth imager, the data
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Figure 12. Downlink scheduling GUI used in Rosetta operations.
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Figure 13. Downlink scheduling report used in Rosetta operations.
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production is effectively instantaneous, in contrast to the Rosetta problem.

Most other deployed automated planners must also solve some version of the downlink plan-

ning/scheduling problem. However, in most cases it is not the focus of the overall scheduling

problem (e.g., Hubble Space Telescope [13], Earth Observing One [14, 15], Orbital Express [16]).

The Philae Lander for the Rosetta Mission has a science scheduling with downlink prob-

lem [17]. They use ILOG-scheduler in a system called MOST to solve for most of the scheduling

constraints except data management. They examine the problem of scheduling science experi-

ments with fixed science experiment storage and downlink buffer storage but with a fixed priority

downlink strategy. This problem is analogous to the full Rosetta scheduling problems [5]. How-

ever, one key difference is that MOST does not have the ability to re-program buffer priorities

dynamically as we have on the Rosetta Orbiter (and described here in this paper).

IX. Conclusion

We have described the downlink scheduling problem, a well defined subproblem within the

overall context of space mission planning and scheduling. While this can be (and often is) solved

in isolation, it is also addressable concurrently within the overall scheduling problem. We then de-

scribed Rosetta downlink scheduling as a specific instantiation of the general downlink scheduling

problem with overlapping data generation and downlink.

We have presented a heuristic solution to this new problem (the oMDP) that is in operational use

for the Rosetta comet orbiter operated by ESA. Our results show that local heuristics can provide a

significant improvement in theoretical and empirical runtime as compared to prior algorithms used

for a similar problem (the MDP). In addition, the level of robustness achieved is comparable to,

and often higher than, prior solutions applied to the oMDP. Evaluations of oMDP data from the

Rosetta mission and from synthetic, non-overlapping MDP data, confirm the benefits of a more

accurate oMDP formulation.

For virtually the entire pre-landing and comet escort phases of the mission (2014-2016), DAL-

LOC has been used to manage data buffer downlink from the Rosetta Orbiter, fulfilling a criti-

cal role in both the strategic and tactical planning process. While developed specifically for the
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Rosetta mission, the general techniques and heuristics used by DALLOC are applicable to many

other remotely-operated systems that must manage data storage and transfer.
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